{"id":34894,"date":"2020-01-04T12:51:56","date_gmt":"2020-01-04T07:21:56","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=34894"},"modified":"2021-02-24T16:10:47","modified_gmt":"2021-02-24T10:40:47","slug":"nta-neet-previous-year-question-paper-national-eligibility-cum-entrance-test","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/34894.html","title":{"rendered":"NTA NEET Previous Year Question Paper : National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Name of the Organisation <\/u><\/strong>: National Testing Agency<br \/>\n<strong><u>Name of the Exam <\/u><\/strong>: NEET National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Previous years Exam Papers<br \/>\n<strong><u>Year <\/u><\/strong>: 2019<br \/>\n<strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/nta.ac.in\/\">https:\/\/nta.ac.in\/Downloads<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>NEET Previous Year Question Paper<\/h2>\n<p>Download the Previous years Exam Papers of NEET National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test from the official website of National Testing Agency.<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<blockquote><p><span style=\"color: #008000;\"><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Related \/ Similar Question Paper<\/span><\/strong><\/span> : <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/36947.html\">NTA Mock Test<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<h2>Important Instructions<\/h2>\n<p>1. The Answer Sheet is inside this Test Booklet. When you are directed to open the Test Booklet, take out the Answer Sheet and fill in the particulars on Side-1 and Side-2 carefully with blue\/black ball point pen only.<\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"alignnone size-medium\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/images2019\/34894.jpg\" width=\"1161\" height=\"133\" \/><\/p>\n<p>2. The test is of 3 hours duration and this Test Booklet contains 180 questions. Each question carries 4 marks. For each correct response, the candidate will get 4 marks. For each incorrect response, one mark will be deducted from the total scores. The maximum marks are 720.<\/p>\n<p>3. Use Blue\/Black Ball Point Pen only for writing particulars on this page\/marking responses.<br \/>\n4. Rough work is to be done on the space provided for this purpose in the Test Booklet only.<\/p>\n<p>5. On completion of the test, the candidate must hand over the Answer Sheet to the Invigilator before leaving the Room\/Hall. The candidates are allowed to take away this Test Booklet with them.<\/p>\n<p>6. The CODE for this Booklet is AA. Make sure that the CODE printed on Side-2 of the Answer Sheet is the same as that on this Test Booklet. In case of discrepancy, the candidate should immediately report the matter to the Invigilator for replacement of both the Test Booklet and the Answer Sheet.<\/p>\n<p>7. The candidates should ensure that the Answer Sheet is not folded. Do not make any stray marks on the Answer Sheet. Do not write your Roll No. anywhere else except in the specified space in the Test Booklet\/Answer Sheet.<br \/>\n8. Use of white fluid for correction is not permissible on the Answer Sheet.<\/p>\n<h2>Sample Paper<\/h2>\n<p><strong><u>Test Booklet Code <\/u><\/strong>: AA<br \/>\n1. The volume (V) of a monatomic gas varies with its temperature (T), as shown in the graph. The ratio of work done by the gas, to the heat absorbed by it, when it undergoes a change from state A to state B, is<br \/>\n(1) 1\/3<br \/>\n(2) 2\/3<br \/>\n(3) 2\/5<br \/>\n(4) 2\/7<\/p>\n<p>2. The fundamental frequency in an open organ pipe is equal to the third harmonic of a closed organ pipe. If the length of the closed organ pipe is 20 cm, the length of the open organ pipe is<br \/>\n(1) 12\u00b75 cm<br \/>\n(2) 8 cm<br \/>\n(3) 13\u00b72 cm<br \/>\n(4) 16 cm<\/p>\n<p>3. The efficiency of an ideal heat engine working between the freezing point and boiling point of water, is<br \/>\n(1) 6\u00b725%<br \/>\n(2) 20%<br \/>\n(3) 26\u00b78%<br \/>\n(4) 12\u00b75%<\/p>\n<p>4. A carbon resistor of (47 ? 4\u00b77) k? is to be marked with rings of different colours for its identification. The colour code sequence will be<br \/>\n(1) Yellow \u2013 Green \u2013 Violet \u2013 Gold<br \/>\n(2) Yellow \u2013 Violet \u2013 Orange \u2013 Silver<br \/>\n(3) Violet \u2013 Yellow \u2013 Orange \u2013 Silver<br \/>\n(4) Green \u2013 Orange \u2013 Violet \u2013 Gold<\/p>\n<p>5. A set of \u2018n\u2019 equal resistors, of value \u2018R\u2019 each, are connected in series to a battery of emf \u2018E\u2019 and internal resistance \u2018R\u2019. The current drawn is I. Now, the \u2018n\u2019 resistors are connected in parallel to the same battery. Then the current drawn from battery becomes 10 I. The value of \u2018n\u2019 is<br \/>\n(1) 20<br \/>\n(2) 11<br \/>\n(3) 10<br \/>\n(4) 9<\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"alignnone size-medium\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/images2019\/34894-1.jpg\" width=\"1167\" height=\"453\" \/><\/p>\n<p>6. In Young\u2019s double slit experiment the separation d between the slits is 2 mm, the wavelength ? of the light used is 5896 \u00c5 and distance D between the screen and slits is 100 cm. It is found that the angular width of the fringes is 0\u00b720?.<\/p>\n<p>To increase the fringe angular width to 0\u00b721? (with same ? and D) the separation between the slits needs to be changed to<br \/>\n(1) 2\u00b71 mm<br \/>\n(2) 1\u00b79 mm<br \/>\n(3) 1\u00b78 mm<br \/>\n(4) 1\u00b77 mm<\/p>\n<p>7. An astronomical refracting telescope will have large angular magnification and high angular resolution, when it has an objective lens of<br \/>\n(1) large focal length and large diameter<br \/>\n(2) large focal length and small diameter<br \/>\n(3) small focal length and large diameter<br \/>\n(4) small focal length and small diameter<\/p>\n<p>8. The ratio of kinetic energy to the total energy of an electron in a Bohr orbit of the hydrogen atom, is<br \/>\n(1) 2 : \u2013 1<br \/>\n(2) 1 : \u2013 1<br \/>\n(3) 1 : 1<br \/>\n(4) 1 : \u2013 2<\/p>\n<p>9. For a radioactive material, half-life is 10 minutes. If initially there are 600 number of nuclei, the time taken (in minutes) for the disintegration of 450 nuclei is<br \/>\n(1) 30<br \/>\n(2) 10<br \/>\n(3) 20<br \/>\n(4) 15<\/p>\n<p>10. When the light of frequency 2v0 (where v0 is threshold frequency), is incident on a metal plate, the maximum velocity of electrons emitted is v1. When the frequency of the incident radiation is increased to 5v0, the maximum velocity of electrons emitted from the same plate is v2. The ratio of v1 to v2 is<br \/>\n(1) 4 : 1<br \/>\n(2) 1 : 4<br \/>\n(3) 1 : 2<br \/>\n(4) 2 : 1<\/p>\n<p>11. In a p-n junction diode, change in temperature due to heating<br \/>\n(1) does not affect resistance of p-n junction<br \/>\n(2) affects only forward resistance<br \/>\n(3) affects only reverse resistance<br \/>\n(4) affects the overall V \u2013 I characteristics of p-n junction<\/p>\n<p>12. An object is placed at a distance of 40 cm from a concave mirror of focal length 15 cm. If the object is displaced through a distance of 20 cm towards the mirror, the displacement of the image will be<br \/>\n(1) 30 cm towards the mirror<br \/>\n(2) 36 cm away from the mirror<br \/>\n(3) 30 cm away from the mirror<br \/>\n(4) 36 cm towards the mirror<\/p>\n<p>13. The magnetic potential energy stored in a certain inductor is 25 mJ, when the current in the inductor is 60 mA. This inductor is of inductance<br \/>\n(1) 1\u00b7389 H<br \/>\n(2) 138\u00b788 H<br \/>\n(3) 0\u00b7138 H<br \/>\n(4) 13\u00b789 H<\/p>\n<p>14. An electron falls from rest through a vertical distance h in a uniform and vertically upward directed electric field E. The direction of electric field is now reversed, keeping its magnitude the same. A proton is allowed to fall from rest in it through the same vertical distance h.<\/p>\n<p>The time of fall of the electron, in comparison to the time of fall of the proton is<br \/>\n(1) 10 times greater<br \/>\n(2) 5 times greater<br \/>\n(3) smaller<br \/>\n(4) equal<\/p>\n<p>15. The electrostatic force between the metal plates of an isolated parallel plate capacitor C having a charge Q and area A, is<br \/>\n(1) proportional to the square root of the distance between the plates.<br \/>\n(2) linearly proportional to the distance between the plates.<br \/>\n(3) independent of the distance between the plates.<br \/>\n(4) inversely proportional to the distance between the plates.<\/p>\n<blockquote><p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Download NEET 2019 Question Paper<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Set AA<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-%20AA.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-%20AA.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Set BB<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-BB.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-BB.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Set CC<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-CC.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-CC.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Set DD<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-DD.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-DD.pdf<\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Set EE<\/span><\/strong> :<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-EE.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/pdf2019\/34894-EE.pdf<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>16. A tuning fork is used to produce resonance in a glass tube. The length of the air column in this tube can be adjusted by a variable piston. At room temperature of 27?C two successive resonances are produced at 20 cm and 73 cm of column length.<\/p>\n<p>If the frequency of the tuning fork is 320 Hz, the velocity of sound in air at 27?C is<br \/>\n(1) 350 m\/s<br \/>\n(2) 339 m\/s<br \/>\n(3) 330 m\/s<br \/>\n(4) 300 m\/s<\/p>\n<p>17. A thin diamagnetic rod is placed vertically between the poles of an electromagnet. When the current in the electromagnet is switched on, then the diamagnetic rod is pushed up, out of the horizontal magnetic field. Hence the rod gains gravitational potential energy.<\/p>\n<p>The work required to do this comes from<br \/>\n(1) the lattice structure of the material of the rod<br \/>\n(2) the magnetic field<br \/>\n(3) the current source<br \/>\n(4) the induced electric field due to the changing magnetic field<\/p>\n<p>18. Three objects, A : (a solid sphere), B : (a thin circular disk) and C : (a circular ring), each have the same mass M and radius R. They all spin with the same angular speed ? about their own symmetry axes. The amounts of work (W) required to bring them to rest, would satisfy the relation<br \/>\n(1) WB &gt; WA &gt; WC<br \/>\n(2) WA &gt; WB &gt; WC<br \/>\n(3) WC &gt; WB &gt; WA<br \/>\n(4) WA &gt; WC &gt; WB<\/p>\n<p>19. A moving block having mass m, collides with another stationary block having mass 4m. The lighter block comes to rest after collision. When the initial velocity of the lighter block is v, then the value of coefficient of restitution (e) will be<br \/>\n(1) 0\u00b78<br \/>\n(2) 0\u00b725<br \/>\n(3) 0\u00b75<br \/>\n(4) 0\u00b74<\/p>\n<p>20. Which one of the following statements is incorrect ?<br \/>\n(1) Frictional force opposes the relative motion.<br \/>\n(2) Limiting value of static friction is directly proportional to normal reaction.<br \/>\n(3) Rolling friction is smaller than sliding friction.<br \/>\n(4) Coefficient of sliding friction has dimensions of length.\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Name of the Organisation : National Testing Agency Name of the Exam : NEET National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test Document Type : Previous years Exam Papers Year : 2019 Website : https:\/\/nta.ac.in\/Downloads NEET Previous Year Question Paper Download the Previous [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":9,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[403],"tags":[849],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/34894"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/9"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=34894"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/34894\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=34894"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=34894"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=34894"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
